
VISOFOLD  6000

Get a bespoke quote from Alchemy 
www.aaasl.uk/bespoke-quote/

https://aaasl.uk/bespoke-quote/


The sleek, ultra-slim profiles of the Visofold 6000 allow the sashes to sit flush to the frame. This

results in the bi-folding doors taking up minimal space when open, and therefore maximises open

spaces. Offering modern aesthetics and making the most of large glass areas, the Visofold 6000

offers one of the slimmest sightlines in the industry at 94mm. Slim sightlines flood areas with light

and decreases restrictions to beautiful views.

 



In terms of performance the highly engineered and

designed Visofold 6000 includes Smarts innovative

polyamide thermal break to enhance thermal performance

and robust locking mechanisms to ensure security. The

improved recessed rollers and guides provides a beautiful

transition between inside and outside with a reliable and

quiet smooth sliding action.

Fully customisable, the Visofold 6000 can open internally

or externally, and has multiple opening configurations to

choose from. The system is available in the full range of

RAL and Smarts colours/finishes and has various threshold

options.

The flexibility, design, and engineering of the Visofold 6000

makes this a perfect option for both commercial and

residential projects.



Customise your Visofold 6000 Door

What are my colour options? 

Our unrivalled colour range provides the perfect finish

for every property. From contemporary urban

apartments to traditional Cotswold cottages in

conservation areas, we have the ideal colour to suit any

project in any location. Our spectrum spans from

striking shades of bronze and silver through brilliant

reds and gentle blues to traditional white – with virtually

every colour and finish in between. 

What about hardware? 

Your choice of hardware is an important one as it will

have a significant effect on the overall look of your new

door. We supply a wide range of high quality options,

from the contemporary stainless steel of our new

Quantum range to more retro designs, all of which can

be supplied in either matching or contrasting colours to

your door frame; depending on the look you want to

create. 

And glass? 

A wide range of glass options is available as part of your

window and door system. With double and single

glazing, self-cleaning, gas-filled, anti-glare, coated,

decorative and energy-efficient units just some of the

options! Again, your installer will be able to help you

with any questions and to select the most suitable

product for your home



VISOFOLD 1000 DOOR OPENING CONFIGURATIONS
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